
Features Benefits
GeoTags for devices, pictures, video & all media transactions Real-time situational awareness as well as accurate records

One time charge with no user fees - runs on mobile data plan Major savings over the long term

Data is captured, GeoTagged & sent to database Evidential: GeoTagged evidence fixes place, time & date 

Adjustable Frequency & Duration GPS coordinate reporting Flexible battery life options to fit needs as required

Configurable sender & GPS coordinate API See your field officers using your own mapping/CAD system
Can be used with Integraph I/Tracker or other CAD Deploy out of the box & go live same day
Configurable time of day & day of week reporting Compliance with privacy legislation
Groups can be defined in the MS Active Directory Adapts to quickly changing situations
Panic button feature available option Added level of safety in hazardous situations

   Leaders, teams and team members gain situational awareness as 
well as 100% accurate time and place recording with this enterprise 
tracking and GeoTagging app. Adaptable to any type of group or 
field operation, MPATrack features large clear maps and images. 

MPATrack

MPATrack is our enterprise tagging, tracking, and 
location reporting solution. It GeoTags all captured 
data and transactions and lets you track and 
control BlackBerryTM -equipped individuals or 
groups. Device data can be sent to Intergraph 
I/Tracker, or other CAD and mapping solutions. 
Secure visual mapping and tracking for more 
knowledge, better planning, and maximum situational 
awareness when total visibility is required. 

- Secure, encrypted, mobile tracking and tagging

- Adjustable frequency - position fixes or reports 
  every 6 seconds to 60 minutes.

- Watch a Platoon or Division, include or exclude
  specific members as required.

- Search and report using customizable tags.

- Full color maps and assigned colored 
  map pins for users.

- Global coverage; works anywhere in the world.

All trademarks are property of their respective owners.

Visit www.mobinnoco.com or call 1-416-889-9997 for your MPATrack Trial.

Advanced wireless solutions 
for mobile law enforcement.

Use the MPATrack GeoTagging app to 
track everything - devices, people, 
videos, people  pictures, traffic tickets, 
witness statements, emails and more. 

MPATrack map - Desktop

MPATrack map - BB10 

MPATrack video - Java BlackBerry


